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Aqualux ™ – what is it?
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Aqualux™ is the only pool finish which has been specifically
engineered as a pool finish.
It is a membrane manufactured from an enhanced polymer
compound – which is pre-formed to provide an attractive,
durable and flexible finish to domestic and commercial swimming
pools.
Designed in Australia, specifically for the harsh Australian
weather conditions, Aqualux will out-perform other pool finishes
when it comes to earth tremors, drought, flood and UV damage.
Aqualux is capable of
stretching over 200% without
tearing – in an incredible
show of strength this 4WD
was driven onto a piece of
Aqualux and lifted a metre in
the air.

Beware of imitations
Genuine Aqualux provides more real benefits than any other
pool interior. Smooth to touch, it will not crack, chip or flake,
requires very little maintenance, and can be installed in any size,
shape and make of pool.

Leaking tiles
This glass tiled pool (above) was built in 2012, and the tiling
alone cost the owners over $50,000! Within months the pool was
leaking, and needed repairs. A few months later, it happened
again, then again. It soon became clear that ground movement
was to blame.
An Aqualux membrane was custom made to fit the pool, and
instantly put an end to all issues. The pool owners are now
enjoying a pool that doesn’t leak, uses less chemicals than
before, looks better and requires less maintenance!

For more details visit www.abgal.com.au

While there are some cheap imitation products on the market,
(some have even copied the Aqualux patterns and use the
Aqualux name on their websites) don’t be fooled.

QUALITY APPROVED TO AS/NZS ISO 9001:2008
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If your installer is buying from ABGAL, you can be assured you
are getting genuine Aqualux.

Give your pool new life
with an Aqualux™ Pool Finish
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The Ultimate Pool Finish
Suitable for both new pools and renovations, an Aqualux™
pool finish by ABGAL can be installed into any brand, size,
shape or make of swimming pool, and is guaranteed to
keep your pool shell water-tight, for years to come.

Beautiful colours and patterns
With over a dozen designer colours and patterns to select from
at any given time, you will have no trouble finding one to match
your vision perfectly. The special pigments used give a real
depth and richness of colour, not seen in any other pool finish.

Low maintenance and hygienic
Sanitised for total hygiene, Aqualux actually inhibits green algae,
bacteria and fungal growth. If you are changing over from a tile,
pebble or rendered pool, you will find it is far easier to keep your
pool sparkling clean and hygienic – all year round.

Silky smooth – ideal for families

The only truly flexible pool interior on the market, Aqualux is ideal for
areas where ground movement causes cracks and leakage.

Watertight, guaranteed
Aqualux is guaranteed to keep your pool shell watertight for ten
years, and will usually last much longer. In the right conditions,
a 15 to 20 year life is not unusual.

The solution to so many pool problems
Moving expansion joints, cracks, peeling paint, splintered
fibreglass and leakage caused by structural movement can all be
solved by resurfacing with an Aqualux pool finish.

Renovate, repair, revitalise
Aqualux can be installed directly over the top of most existing
pool finishes. Pebbled, plastered, tiled and painted pools are
easily brought back to life with Aqualux. It is also ideal if you are
repairing fibreglass that has faded, bubbled or splintered.

Run your hand across the surface, and you’ll love the way it
feels. Unlike a pebble or rendered finish, the silky smooth finish
will never graze or bruise soft skin.

Aqualux will provide a perfectly sealed, protective membrane
between the pool shell, and your family.

Strong, durable and flexible

Every single Aqualux membrane is custom made to order.
Nothing is ‘off the shelf’ – and ABGAL’s unique, proprietary
technology ensures a perfect fit to your pool shell – no matter
what it’s shape, size or build type.

Where many other pool finishes will fail, Aqualux endures. It will
not split, crack, chip or blister, and can stretch over 200% without
breaking. This flexibility is further enhanced by the fact that the
membrane is vacuumed into place, and not bonded to the pool
surface, allowing it to absorb even more movement.

Any pool, any shape

Steps, benches, deep ends and even bar stools can be
incorporated into the finish.
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Over 20,000 happy pool owners
“We renovated our pebblecrete pool with Aqualux in Coral Sand. It

There are over 20,000 Australian pool owners currently enjoying

looks just like the original pebble, but it’s so smooth! It’s been in for

the benefits of an Aqualux pool finish. Here are just a few:

3 months, and we haven’t cleaned it once. Love it”.

“Our new tiled pool leaked within a few weeks of installation.

Di, Penrith, NSW – April 2013

After $4,000 worth of repairs that didn’t help, someone suggested
Aqualux. It solved the problem, it looks great and it’s easier to keep

“Our pool looks brand new, and the colour is just amazing.

clean. I wish we’d known about it in the first place.”

It’s hard to believe there’s a 40 year old pool under there!”

Kelly & Keith, Parkinson, Qld – August 2013

J Delaney, Brisbane, Qld – January 2014

Only Aqualux ™ ‘ticks all the boxes’ when compared against other surface finishes!
Benefit

Aqualux™

Paint

Pebble

Fibreglass

Plaster

Easily Stained

Algae can adhere
to grout

Can get ‘black spot’

Easily stained

Affected by the grout

pH usually more acidic

Affected by cement
in plaster

Smooth to Touch
Easy to keep clean
Won’t crack, peel or flake
No effect on pool chemicals

Dependent on brand
of pool

10 year warranty
UV treated to resist fade
Resistant to algae & bacteria
Range of colours & patterns
Easily replaced

Inbuilt fungicide
Patterns available
Pre-made at the factory

Custom fit to any shape/size
Option for cushioned seals
Flexes with ground movement

Bahama
Casablanca
Costa Rica

Blue

Light
Blue

Coral Sand

Reef Pebble

Reflections

